
Meditation Class
November 1



Class Structure

Opening Meditation & Check In

Learning: Continued Metta Practice

Experiential activity - Practice

Solutions: Group Discussion & Observations

Recap and Close Out



Reflection for Short Discussion:
Five Hindrances of Meditation
The hindrances that are apt to divert us from pursuing what is most beneficial. They sap our strength and ability to work in an 
optimal way. Like a powerful river…weakened by too many tributaries…

• Desire for sense experience - like trying to clearly see your reflection in a bowl of water into 
which various rich-hued pigments have been tipped, drawing our attention away with distraction

• Ill Will - like trying to see your reflection in a bowl filled with bubbling boiling water
• Sloth & Torpor - like trying to clearly see your reflection in a bowl of water when the surface is 

covered in algae and slime
• Restlessness & Worry - like trying to clearly see your reflection in a blow of water when the 

surface is ruffled by high winds and heavily rippled.

• Skeptical Doubt - like trying to clearly see our reflection in a blow of water that is muddy, stirred 
up and in the dark. A gloomy confusing mess.



Loving Kindness as Strong Medicine
“…whatever kinds of worldly merit there are, all are not worth one sixteenth part of the heart-deliverance of loving-kindness; in 
shining and beaming and radiance the heart-deliverance of loving-kindness far excels them.” ~ The Buddha (Itivuttaka, 27)

• This practice works on the principle that we first show loving-kindness to those 
we respect and like, those whom we feel neutral, and even those we dislike.

• From there we broaden out the subjects on whom we focus - humans as well as 
all living beings.

• This may feel like a tall order - however when we work with diligence and 
commitment the heart gradually opens a little more and we feel love flow more 
freely.

• Over time, we steadily find it easier to radiate our love to those people with 
whom we currently have difficulties



Loving Kindness as Strong Medicine
“…whatever kinds of worldly merit there are, all are not worth one sixteenth part of the heart-deliverance of living-kindness; in 
shining and beaming and radiance the heart-deliverance of loving-kindness far excels them.” ~ The Buddha (Itivuttaka, 27)

• For some the practice may not be easily grasped or take seriously.  That’s ok.

• In order to develop spiritually it is necessary to ensure that our practice 
encompasses the whole range or our experience - the emotional and analytical. 

• If we have a strong reaction against this way of working…it is likely that we are 
most in need of it.

This is a practice of CULTIVATION not perfection. 



A few notes for practice:

• The repetition may feel mechanical at first, or perhaps some sections will be 
easier than others.

• If you are unable to work with all sections for an equal amount of time you will 
gradually find that the metta strengthens in those places where it seemed 
difficult

• If a particular section is painful, go slowly and work with it. You may need to drop 
that section for a little bit and return to it later, gradually increasing the time.

• Most meditators will be able to work with all the sections from the outset with 
varying degrees of discomfort and frustration. This discomfort is subject change 
as we practice… making this a practice that ebbs and flows with daily life.



Introduction
How to Practice Loving Kindness

Guidelines:

• Concentrate on really feeling loving kindness - it will be stronger in some sections that others and that is ok

• This is not a mantra meditation or wishful thinking. We are trying to connect to the actual truth of the emotion and to 
be able to radiate it impartially to others.

• Stay with each section in equal parts - do not favour one over the other

• Change up the people you choose

• Concentrate on living beings. It is unwise initially to focus on people to whom you are attracted to or those who you 
have very strong feelings of dislike for

• We are not trying to change the other person! We are allowing our lovingkindness to flow with generosity, regardless of 
who they are

• Be gentle with yourself, and others.



Introduction… 2
How to Practice Loving Kindness

1. Bring into focus for a moment the breath - just simply the rise and fall. 

2. Now, reflect on the destruction of anger, fear, jealously, malice and hurt and how it impacts our lives and the lives of others. Consider 
the advantages of patience. 

3. Bring your attention to the heart area. There is kindness there and we can give it  unconditionally. Place your hands on your heart and 
recall feelings of loving kindness towards someone, towards a pet, a place, a moment….

4. Place your hands on your heart and recall feelings of loving kindness (e.g. towards yourself, someone you care for, towards a pet, a 
place, a moment), and recite intentions of loving kindness such as:

• May I/you be safe
• May I/you to healthy
• May I/you be happy
• May I/you be at ease
• May I/you be filled with loving kindness
• May I/you be peaceful



Introduction… 3
How to Practice Loving Kindness

Preliminary Reflection - Oneself
Often it may not be easy to show kindness to ourselves, so beginning the main part of the meditation we work to develop this 
ability. If we are unable to show longing kindness to ourselves it will be difficult to share it with others.  Please always begin with 
this make sure you give it an equal period of time.

Begin to focus on yourself as an individual. As someone who is in need of love and kindness. Someone who wishes to be free from 
suffering and hardship. Emanate metta to yourself unconditionally.

First Reflection  - Someone you respect, love and feel gratitude for.
Beginning with “Just as for myself….so too for… <name of person>
May you be….may you be….may you be…

Second Reflection - A good friend, someone who you are very close with and have no other attraction for
Just as for <name above> …. So too for …<name of friend>
May you be….may you be….may you be…



Introduction… 4. - NEW
How to Practice Loving Kindness

Third Reflection - Someone neutral, like a stranger.
I tend to think of this person as someone I see in a shop, or someone that drives past my house when I hear a car. It is someone
who you neither like nor dislike. 
Just as for <name of good friend> …. So too for …<Person in the car, person at the gas station….>
May you be….may you be….may you be…

Fourth Reflection  - A difficult person. 
This is someone to whom you feel some animosity or is hostile towards you. Perhaps he/she has wronged you. Do not choose 
someone extreme here…work gently with this section as this person needs kindness too.
Beginning with “Just as for <neutral/stranger>….so too for… <name of difficult person>
May you be….may you be….may you be…

Fifth  Reflection - The wider community.
Opening out to share kindness and love with other human beings. They have the same needs. They too need our ‘metta’ - share it 
with them because you have limitless supply.
Just as for <name of difficult person> …. So too for …<community name>
May you be….may you be….may you be…



Introduction… 5. - NEW
How to Practice Loving Kindness

Final Reflection - All sentient beings
This is when we radiate our kindness and love to all living beings. Big and small, those we like and those we don’t. 

Just as for humans…. So too for all living creatures and beings.

May you be….may you be….may you be…



Sample Metta Blessings
*Choose a couple or make some up*

❤ May I/you/they be safe…

❤ May I/you/they be well and healthy…

❤ May I/you/they be happy…

❤ May I/you/they free from anger…

❤ May I/you/they be at ease…

❤ May I/you/they be filled with loving kindness…

❤ May I/you/they be peaceful…



This week…

• Begin to incorporate metta practice into your week as part of your routine 

• Notice how loving kindness presents itself in your week. Think about what that means to you, how 
you might expand it out just a little bit more and extend it to yourself in how you care for yourself as 
you learn this new meditation style.

• Notice your preferences, how you react, the stories you tell yourself when you don’t want to do 
something.



Next week:

• Benefits of Metta in Life and in the Brain
• Reflections from weekly practice - Discussion
• Full session: Group Metta Meditation 
• Discussion and solutions through obstacles


